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About this Study
This research was conducted under funding from the Utah Defense Manufacturing Community 
(UDMC) program. In 2020, Utah was designated a defense manufacturing community by the U.S. 
Department of Defense Office of Local Defense Community Cooperation (OLDCC) under the FY21 
Defense Manufacturing Community Support Program (DMCSP). As part of the UDMC, Utah committed 
to develop a strategic plan for reshoring critical defense manufacturing to the United States and 
specifically to Utah. This project includes four studies:

• Study One – Benchmarking. State, national, and organizational efforts will be examined, and a 
literature search conducted. These will be compared with existing programs within Utah to iden-
tify opportunities or gaps that the state should address to enhance reshoring.

• Study Two – Economic Benefit Analysis (This study). Comparison of manufacturing costs (in-
cluding parts, labor, overhead, shipping) between Utah and overseas locations, with a particular 
emphasis on China. The study will provide both a line-item comparison (to the extent possible), 
but a discussion of risk including the potential exposure different variables have to economic, 
political, and environmental crises.

• Study Three – Identification of Utah Reshoring Companies. Identification of defense companies 
with a Utah presence that are already looking at reshoring to the state or considering it for the 
future. The effort is to be accomplished in conjunction with the boards of the Utah Manufactur-
ing Association (UMA), Utah-MEP and UAMMI. An initial deliverable will be a list of companies, 
the type of product produced or sourced, the number of potential employees (for production), 
stated needs and timing. This list will be an active document that is updated on a quarterly basis 
with successes noted as they occur. This Study will also present a plan for Utah to reshore de-
fense manufacturing.

• Study Four – Attracting non-Utah Companies. Identification of similar opportunities as in Study 
Three for companies that do not have a Utah presence. An initial deliverable will be a list of 
companies, the type of product produced or sourced, the number of potential employees (for 
production), stated needs and timing. This list will be an active document that is updated on a 
quarterly basis with successes noted as they occur. This Study will also present a plan for Utah to 
reshore defense manufacturing. 

The results of the four studies, when combined, will provide the foundational research to develop 
a comprehensive plan for Utah that enables it to proactively encourage and pursue companies to 
reshore manufacturing to the state. This will involve both increasing manufacturing capabilities in 
Utah and by recruiting firms to relocate manufacturing from outside the United States back to Utah. 

With the completion of the final master report covering the four studies, Utah’s policy makers will 
have the tools to address reshoring of companies to Utah. 
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Executive Summary
The United States is now realizing the advantages of reshoring manufacturing back to the nation, 
especially to protect the supply chain that supports the defense industrial base and national 
security. It is predicted that the future of American manufacturing will provide more growth through 
automation than took place in the tech sector over the past 20 years.i  But it is not expected that 
manufacturing in the United States will look the same as the industry did in the 1950s and 1960s, 
before offshoring began to take advantage of lower labor costs and more lenient environmental 
regulations in the 1970s. Innovation, technology, and automation have changed the face of 
manufacturing. Digital engineering, with supporting robotics, helps manufacturers to produce more 
efficiently and much faster with fewer workers. The resulting increased productivity eliminates the 
strategic advantage of cheap labor held by international competitors, and creates higher paying jobs. 
Additionally, reshoring reduces the carbon footprint in three ways: 1) by relying on less coal-intense 
power in the U.S. than in countries such as China; 2) reducing the amount of goods transported back 
to the United States; and 3) reducing transport costs in the supply chain.ii

For this report, we analyzed some of the cost and strategic challenges faced by several Utah 
companies which include American Battery Factory, Dustless Technologies/Merit 3D, and Daymaker 
Touring. We then examined the main cost factors relevant to a reshoring decision: labor, energy, and 
shipping. Although these costs often are the focus of the reshoring decision, there are a number of 
other hard and soft costs (sometimes called hidden costs) that should be considered together with 
the main cost factors to arrive at the true cost. These more easily quantifiable costs are fully discussed 
along with tools to help in their identification and estimation, including True Cost of Ownership (TCO), 
Assess Costs Everywhere (ACE), and the Cost Differential Frontier (CDF) calculator.

Esoteric considerations for international supply change strategies should also consider risks associated 
with macro-economic policy, inflation, international relations, and catastrophic risks such as 
severe weather events, pandemics, and war. These normally unquantifiable risks are often ignored 
because many industry supply chain executives are not skilled in this analysis nor have the data and 
information needed to perform the analysis.  We believe that quantifying these ‘International Supply 
Chain Risks’ will enable these decision-makers to see the increased cost of overseas and international 
sourcing versus the lower costs of local sourcing.

Based on our findings, we encourage Utah to engage with their appropriate state, local, and industry 
organizations to:

• Work with the Reshoring Initiative on an outreach campaign and incentives to encourage use of 
the TCO Estimator and potentially customize it to include Utah-specific defaults;

• Provide assistance, as needed, to Weber State University in the development and promulgation 
of its ‘International Supply Chain Risk Analysis’ tool and data package;
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• Identify measures to help mitigate real remaining cost gaps, identified with the help of the 
above tools, that exist for Utah manufacturers wishing to reshore;

• Develop marketing materials that highlight any low-cost differentials among Utah manufacturers 
compared to overseas suppliers.

The value of incentives that we recommended in Project One, such as direct assistance with capital 
expenditure and loan guarantees, could be highlighted in the reports generated by the Utah-specific 
tools we recommend as a result of Project Two. This would raise awareness of the incentives among 
Utah reshoring companies and likely encourage their uptake. 

Introduction
The Utah Defense Manufacturing Community (UDMC) has established an initiative to encourage 
reshoring -- the establishment or reestablishment of manufacturing and parts sourcing in the United 
States that is currently taking place overseas -- to Utah for the defense industry. To carry out this 
effort, UDMC, through the Utah Advanced Materials and Manufacturing Initiative (UAMMI) and 
working with the American Manufacturing Community Collaborative (AMCC) has identified four 
research areas:

1. Benchmarking

2. Economic Benefit Analysis

3. Identification of Utah Reshoring Companies

4. Attracting Non-Utah Companies

This report discusses the findings of the Economic Benefit Analysis, which was carried out through 
UDMC’s program administrator, UAMMI.

Following an initial project to benchmark reshoring efforts throughout the country in comparison to 
Utah’s, the Utah Defense Manufacturing Community (UDMC) undertook a second project to identify 
the costs associated with reshoring to Utah. The analysis generally focused on the actual costs of 
reshoring from, as well as the risk of exposure to, political, economic, environmental, and other crises. 
While the focus of the analysis is on reshoring from China, the tools and methods that the research 
team has identified are applicable to reshoring from any country.
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Although the team had hoped to have access to company-level data that would allow a line-by-
line analysis comparing all relevant costs in China to those in the Utah, such granular detail was 
unavailable publicly and the Utah firms we spoke with were not able to share data that would enable 
the desired comparison. Fortunately, however, several Utah firms that were involved in different 
aspects of the reshoring effort were able to provide some assessments of general cost differentials 
and strategic risks they have identified in evaluating reshoring opportunities. These assessments 
indicated sound understanding of the challenges which underscore a need for some direct economic 
and technical support to bridge the cost gaps with China to successfully reshore. Furthermore, these 
Utah firms desire to fully evaluate the true costs of their production or sourcing in the U.S. While the 
basic price of a Chinese manufactured part averages 30% less than its U.S. counterpart, the advantage 
narrows to less than 10% when factoring in other costs and risks. China does continue to enjoy a 
labor cost advantage over the United States, but this has narrowed in the past decade. Further cost 
advantage erosion stems from analysis of many factors, including shipping, inventory carrying costs 
and currency inflation risk. 

These current cost models have not incorporated the cost of risk associated with international 
sourcing.  For example, what are the risks of state economic policy on inflation for a given country 
relative to the U.S. economy?  What are potential international trade relations and their impacts such 
as tariffs and taxes?  Political situations may have ramifications including embargos, trade restrictions 
and international conflict.  Catastrophic considerations 
such as war, pandemics and natural disasters also have 
large impacts on timing and cost of supply.  These risks are 
quantifiable, as their frequency and impact are somewhat 
predictable.  For example, a 2-to-3-month delay in a shipment 
for a small company may create an unrecoverable cash flow 
situation and drive it to bankruptcy.  Unexpected tariffs 
associated with a product that takes a year to resource may create large economic situation for a 
company.  With this in mind, an analytical tool with associated data should be developed to help a 
company understand the probability and impact these risks may expose them to.

To help Utah manufacturers assess these additional cost items, the team identified three existing tools 
that are free for use– the Total Cost of Ownership (TCO) Estimator®, ACE, and the Cost Differential 
Frontier Calculator.  These powerful tools are relatively easy to use and there is the potential for Utah 
to forge a relationship with the owners of the TCO in order to expand outreach to Utah manufacturers 
that seek to reshore. Additionally, to help assess the benefits of reshoring in the face of catastrophic 
events like the COVID-19 pandemic, Weber State University is in early-stage development of an 
“International Supply Chain Risk Analysis” tool and data package intended for Utah’s manufacturers.

“Companies need to understand the 
full cost of manufacturing outside 
the United States, not just labor cost 
differences”

Dr. Tulinda Larsen, 
Executive Director UAMMI
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Project Definition
The goal of the Economic Benefit Analysis was initially to compare manufacturing costs (including 
parts, labor, overhead, and shipping) to those in overseas locations, with a particular emphasis on 
China. The intent was to provide a line-by-line comparison along with a discussion of risk factors 
associated with economic, political, and environmental factors. Certain limitations, discussed below, 
dictated a change in certain aspects of the definition. The Economic Benefit Analysis provides a 
specific examination of the line-item costs that should be evaluated when considering the costs of 
reshoring. In addition, it seeks to provide a framework that enables the evaluation of risk associated 
with overseas production in the supply chain.

Cost Benefit Analysis Modification 

During the initial research, which included discussions with the Economic Development Corporation 
of Utah, it became apparent that while line-by-line cost data for Utah is available at a very granular 
level, reliable detailed overseas costs are generally difficult to obtain. Instead, it was determined the 
best means of comparison would be to obtain specific examples from Utah companies which was 
attempted through various outreach efforts. While some firms were able to provide examples of cost 
differences (both from manufacturing and sourcing perspectives), the team did not have sufficient 
data to enable line-by-line comparison for any single industry. Thus, we are only able to highlight some 
high-level cost differentials.

Fortunately, our research led to the identification of particular tools designed specifically to address 
the true costs of reshoring. These tools can be customized by individual Utah manufacturers on a 
line-by-line basis to evaluate the many factors associated with manufacturing overseas and in Utah. 
Furthermore, these resources are applicable to comparison of any country with the United States. 
Given the interest in and importance of China as a manufacturing location, comparisons cited herein 
focus on that country. While data for China can be limited, individual firms with operations there will 
be best placed to obtain the most accurate figures for their analyses.

Furthermore, as noted above, incorporating model that addresses all risks associated with 
international sourcing will provide a company to have a true picture of the costs and benefits of 
international sourcing.
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Key Terms
Reshoring

Reshoring comprises three types of economic activity related to location within the supply chain:

1. Establishment of manufacturing facilities in the United States by a U.S. company to produce 
goods (intermediate or final) that are currently produced or sourced by the company outside of 
the United States;

2. Sourcing of intermediate or final goods in the United States to replace overseas suppliers, also 
called outsourced reshoring.

3. Foreign direct investment (FDI) whereby a foreign-owned firm establishes manufacturing or pro-
duction facilities in the United States.

This report focuses on the first two activities, although a foreign producer could use the tools 
described herein when evaluating an FDI opportunity to Utah. 

Nearshoring

Moving manufacturing and production closer to the U.S. market as a means of reducing transport 
costs, turnaround times or political risk. Nearshoring can be relevant to FDI – for example, a Canadian 
manufacturer who wishes to have an intermediate plant in the United States rather than in Asia. As in 
the report for Project One, this report focuses on reshoring rather than nearshoring.

Utah Manufacturers’ Reshoring Costs
Manufacturers we spoke to in Utah represent various points on the reshoring spectrum and are 
typically small firms for whom cost is critical. 

Two firms, both battery product manufacturers, are seeking to 
manufacture battery technology in the United States to compete 
with manufacturing that takes place in China. Neither firm, 
however, does any of its own manufacturing in that country. 
Nonetheless, they are keen to assess all the costs associated 
with manufacturing in China because they know they will be at 
a price-disadvantage relative to Chinese competitors. The U.S. 
manufacturers want to be sure potential customers realize all 
of the costs associated with overseas sourcing, particularly with 
regard to supply chain risks. 

“Technological shifts allowed 
by additive manufacturing and 
enhanced automation will allow 
U.S. manufacturers to become 
increasingly cost competitive”

Spencer Loveless, 
CEO and Founder, 

Dustless Technologies-Merit3D
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One of these manufacturers, American Battery Factory, has only just started to compile all of the 
cost factors it believes are relevant and was unable to provide the data for a line-by-line comparison 
in time for this report. The firm did tell us that it is aiming for the same cost of goods sold as their 
Chinese competitors. Automation will help in this effort, but American Battery Factory still plans to 
have between 250 and 1,000 employees per factory (Utah is just one of several planned locations in 
the United States).

Dustless Technologies and its associated company Merit3D, an additive manufacturing firm in 
Price, Utah, provided perspective on how technological advancement improves the ability of U.S. 
firms to compete with China. Spencer Loveless, the CEO and founder, explained that while the 
cost per part with 3D-printing remains higher than that for an injection mold (five times higher in 
some cases), the 3D process offers considerable lead time advantages. Merit3D can produce many 
prototypes in as little as a week. This is versus an average, in normal times of one to four months for 
an injection mold where the initial mold is likely to cost $50,000 and up. Recent disruptions caused 
by the COVID-19 pandemic where prototypes are taking up to nine months for initial production. 
It was the fact that overall injection mold costs were lower in China and productivity was relatively 
fast with lots of available labor, but the technological shifts allowed by additive manufacturing and 
enhanced automation, Mr. Loveless believes, will allow U.S manufacturers to become increasingly cost 
competitive. 

Quick turnaround will be beneficial to the marketplace where some companies, including Utah ski 
equipment firm Daymaker Touring of Park City was put off by U.S. manufacturers who were “taking 
weeks” to respond to production inquiries and dismissing small firms. Beginning in 2016, the firm 
contracted with a Chinese manufacturer to produce specialized binding adapters for $200 a pair, 
a price which enabled Daymaker to retail at a viable margin. The savings to Daymaker versus U.S. 
manufacturers was approximately 30 to 50 percent though bushings were significantly cheaper: 
just 12¢ in China versus $1.00 in the U.S. This initial Daymaker product used molded components 
and stamped metal parts. Despite their early frustrations with U.S. manufacturers, Daymaker sees 
opportunity to produce in the U.S. with a product that uses plastic injection molding and CNC 
machining. However, because this product will have a lower price point, it is concerned it will not be 
able to find firms that can match its Chinese suppliers. 
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However, China’s manufacturing labor wages have nonetheless increased almost three-fold over the 
past decade. Indeed, since 2010, Chinese manufacturing wages have grown at a compound annual 
rate of 10.6% on a dollar basis versus 2.1 % for U.S. manufacturing wages. As a result, even though 
Chinese employees work more hours (44 hours is standard before overtime), the labor cost efficiency 
China previously enjoyed has diminished.

In our conversations with these and other manufacturers, supply chain risk associated with China or 
other locations was not the primary concern – it was the actual dollar cost. This is understandable and 
most easily reflected in projections of cash flow. There are, however, a number of hidden costs that, 
particularly when viewed over time, effectively raise the cost of sourcing overseas. We will discuss 
these further in terms of true cost of ownership, but first we will review the major categories that 
contribute to cost of goods sold.

General Cost Categories – Labor, Energy, Shipping
In the wake of globalization that began in the 1990s and accelerated in the 2000s as China became a 
greater player in world trade, one of the main drivers of overseas production was lower labor costs. 
One of the most significant factors that drove companies to offshore, or manufacture overseas, was 
the difference in labor rates. As shown in the following chart, in 2010, manufacturing wages in the 
United States were over ten times higher than those in China.

Figure 1: China Average Yearly Wages in Manufacturingiii
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Energy costs are a major component of cost of goods sold. Interestingly, the rate charged to all 
businesses on a national level in China is on par with the U.S. rate of 10.8¢ per kilowatt hour (kWh) 
and has changed relatively little over the past decade. The Peterson Institute of International 
Economics cites a rate of 10.74¢/kwh in 2011 versus 10.3¢ in December 2020 based on figures 
from globalpetrolprices.com.iv However, a more detailed study conducted by Biggins Lacy Shapiro 
& Company in 2016 indicated that for industrial clients, U.S. median electric prices were 34 to 49 
percent lower than Chinese ones. According to the study, these higher costs reflect the fact that 
China is paying for a national power grid that is only about 20 years old; over time energy costs are 
expected to reflect the cost of the main fuel source – coal -- more closely. Still, Chinese power costs 
are complicate by Punitive Surcharges that the government can impose depending on whether the 
user’s sector is classified as Eliminated, Restricted, Permitted or Encouraged. The specifics vary, but in 
2014 surcharges for one Eliminated industrial sector was authorized at 6.1¢/kWh.v 

Shipping costs tend to vary with overall global energy costs but 
have both a hard and soft component. The latter, according to 
Harry Moser of the Reshoring Initiative, is often under-appreciated 
in the offshoring/reshoring analysis. The hard costs are the actual 
freight rates, duties and insurance associated with the physical 
transport. The soft component entails the hidden costs of longer 
lead times that can affect production flow, especially for just-in-

time manufacturing. Very large manufacturers with large volumes may be able to maintain frequent 
deliveries even when sourcing from overseas, but a medium or small manufacturer who may have 
been able to ship product within the U.S. each week might instead have to switch to monthly 
distribution when shipping final or intermediate goods from China. A nearshoring opportunity, such as 
Mexico, would be unlikely to entail such a hidden cost.

Generally speaking, basic raw materials like petroleum and iron are internationally traded and fairly 
uniform. However, when the costs of labor, energy, and transportation for using these commodities 
are added in, then actual cost differences for basic inputs begins to reflect variance based on location. 
Harry Moser estimates that this makes material from tier 1 suppliers about 30% less expensive in 
China than in the US. The overall cost of labor, material, energy, and production essentially form 
the base price of a product or component. Selling, General and Administrative costs together 
with shipping/duty generate what many people think of as a product’s cost before any markup, 
yet according to Harry Moser this misses about 20% of a product’s total cost. Understanding the 
additional costs can help make the case for reshoring.

“Soft costs are often under-
appreciated by managers in 
their offshoring/reshoring 
analysis”

Harry Moser, 
Founder, Reshoring Initiative
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Getting to the True Cost of Ownership
In addition to the major cost categories discussed above, Moser cites the additional hard costs of 
inventorying and just-in-time management, which are often overlooked in assessment of the true 
cost of a product. Furthermore, risks and strategic considerations account for additional costs. Based 
on a series of analyses from manufacturers nationwide, the Reshoring Initiative has developed a 
cumulative cost curve for manufacturing in the U.S. versus China. The last category, “green”, refers to 
risks associated with potential costs related to environmental protection. For this iteration, no cost 
has been added. It is important to note that a “green” cost may not only refer to additional regulatory 
costs in the country of manufacture, but the carbon taxes and potential risk of penalties or duties for 
importing from countries that do not adhere to certain environmental standards.

The cumulative model allows decision-makers to see that the base price advantage of Chinese 
manufacturing, while initially 30 percent lower than U.S. manufacturing, drops to just about 10 
percent. If the U.S. manufacturer can cut costs by 10 percent or retail at a five or ten percent 
premium, it makes sense to reshore. The basis for that premium may be its product quality, brand 
awareness or speed of availability – a trait that has recently gained attention in the wake of worldwide 
supply chain disruptions. The actual cost differential by category obviously varies by product. 
Fortunately, the tool that generated the above analysis and others that help Utah firms evaluate 
reshoring are fully available to use for free.

Existing Reshoring Analysis Tools
The tools described below all provide a framework for evaluating aspects of the reshoring decision. 
They are not competing products, but it can instead be used in conjunction with each other to 
evaluate opportunities. 

Figure 2: China vs U.S. Manufacturing Cumulative Cost vi
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The Reshoring Initiative – Total Cost of Ownership (TCO) Estimator®

The Reshoring Initiative’s TCO Estimator allows for a balanced, side-by-side comparison of total costs 
for the United States and overseas. With over 30 line-items for Utah decision-makers to customize, the 
TCO Estimator includes freight costs for 17 other countries including Brazil, China, India, and Mexico. 
Importantly, it accounts for several non-cost factors, such as the length of the product cycle and 
the length of supplier relationships. The latter is important, but often overlooked, given that a long-
standing relationship with a supplier in China Is an asset that, all things equal, counters an un-proven 
relationship with a U.S. supplier – and vice versa. 

Risks are accounted for as a percentage of price and cover a variety of categories, including:

• Intellectual property (IP) – The percentage risk of IP being lost or unrecoverable;

• Supplier economic instability risk – Allows the user to separate supplier-specific issues from 
country-wide economic risk;

• Political instability risk – Can be interpreted as country-wide economic risk, regardless of the 
nature (political, resource constraints, etc.);

• Innovation loss – Accounts for the loss of idea-exchange when manufacturing facilities are no 
longer co-located with design or other business entities. Innovation loss can happen domestical-
ly, but the category may also reflect the decline in innovation that may result from the challeng-
es of language, culture, and time zones;

• Inflation risks – Entries cover both wage and currency appreciation.

Once the user has updated all the fields, they click “Complete and Review Results” to generate a full 
report. A full sample appears as an attachment to this report.

The TCO Estimator does not account for certain items that some Utah manufacturers might otherwise 
wish to assess While there are line-items regarding lag between shipment and payment, overall 
shipping time and share of emergency versus standard shipments, the TCO Estimator does not have 
specific categories that address the type of supply chain disruption that results from a worldwide 
pandemic or major conflict. The potential advantages and disadvantages of multiple manufacturing 
facilities as a supply chain solution is also not accounted for, though the TCO Estimator notes that 
such an advantage is considered secondary to the impact of innovation loss.vii Finally, the tool does 
not attempt to address certain non-quantitative values such as the value of Made in the USA, but a 
discount or premium to length of supplier relationships could be used as a proxy. The valuation of 
Made in USA is expected to be added soon.

Utah’s manufacturers may access the TCO Estimator at https://reshorenow.org/tco-estimator/. The 
Reshoring Initiative has partnered with various local entities, such as the Illinois MEP, in the use of its 
tools.
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U.S. Department of Commerce ACE Tool

The Assess Costs Everywhere (ACE) Tool was set up by the DOC in partnership with the National 
Institute of Standard and Technology’s Manufacturing Extension Partnership. Assistance was provided 
by the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office as well as the International Trade Administration’s SelectUSA.

Rather than a single tool, like the TCO Estimator, the ACE Tool provides analysis of cost and risk, along 
with associated links, for the following 10 categories:

Figure 3: Political and Security Risk Assessment from ACE Tool vi

• Labor 

• Travel & oversight

• Shipping

• Inventory

• Trade financing

• Product quality

• Energy & real estate

• Intellectual property

• Regulatory compliance

• Political & security risks

viii
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Each of these analyses can be used as source data for the TCO Estimator or similar tools. The current 
version of the political and security risk chart, based on 2017 data, appears below.

It is also worthwhile to review some of the case studies provided by ACE which demonstrate the value 
of analyzing costs beyond price. K’NEX Brands of Hatfield, Pennsylvania is a construction toy company 
that realized a cost advantage of 19% manufacturing in the United States versus China, almost 
completely due to the reduction of inventory timing and carrying costs.

Figure 4: K'NEX Manufacturing Cost Comparison

The ACE Tool portal is available at https://acetool.commerce.gov/.

Cost Differential Frontier Calculator

The Cost Differential Frontier (CDF), developed by Professors Suzanne de Treville and Norman 
Schürhoff at the University of Lausanne’s OpLab, is a valuable tool for evaluating the cost of using 
overseas suppliers in terms of lead times. The calculator seeks to answer the question “How much 
cheaper does a long-lead-time supplier have to be to compensate for the increase in demand-volatility 
exposure?” Longer lead times, with some limited exceptions, result from the fact that shipping from 
overseas can add 30 days or more to product availability. If one includes setup on a new production 
run – similar to what Merit 3D has described – product availability can exceed 100 days. If, however, 
suppliers are local, exposure is far less. 
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Imagine a bicycle company that only knows true demand 45 days in advance, but can choose to source 
frames from China or from the U.S.  The Chinese supplier may require orders 75 days in advance for 
5,000 units to ensure on time delivery, while the U.S. supplier only needs 30 days advance notice. If 
there is a change in demand by color, for example that’s only known 45 days in advance, any order 
in transit from China is suddenly far less valuable.  To take on the risk of using the Chinese supplier, 
an American firm would be wise to pay less – how much less is the issue. For many firms, the price 
they have negotiated does not reach the appropriate frontier to break even; it is not low enough 
to compensate for their risk and offshoring was the wrong choice. Using the CDF calculator, Utah 
firms can identify where it is best to remain on shore or attempt to win business from firms that are 
sourcing overseas.

Figure 5: Cost Differential Frontier Calculator

The calculator, available at http://cdf-oplab.unil.ch/#, requires only four inputs from the user:

• The selling price of the product

• The cost of ordering the product at the closest location (the made-to-order cost)

• The residual value of any unsold product at the end of the demand period

• The volatility parameter, which accounts for the frequency and size of peak demand. The CDF 
page includes a simple tool to help determine the value of this parameter. 
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The tool uses a lead time of 0 as its starting point, which represents immediate availability of product 
and 1 as the maximum. That may be thought of as 30 days, but individual users can think of the 
extremes as best availability and worst availability within their particular industry. Users can add and 
delete curves to view the effects of different scenarios. In the example above, an overseas supplier 
who would require a 50% longer lead time would need to offer a price 20% below the best lead 
time for the user to break even. A cost-premium calculator is also available which flips the analysis 
by asking “What cost premium should we be willing to pay to completely eliminate the exposure to 
demand volatility that comes from a long decision lead time?”x 

International Supply Chain Risk Analysis
The above tools, ranging from the limited but valuable scope of the 
CDF calculator through the broad analysis of ACE to the line-by-line 
detail of the TCO Estimator all help provide the Utah manufacturer 
with insight into the economic benefit of reshoring. Nevertheless, 
and as alluded to in our discussion of the TCO Estimator, none 
captures the kind of risk associated with catastrophic shocks to the 
supply chain that a war or pandemic can cause. 

Professor Jeff Steagall and Guy Letendre of Weber State University (WSU) have begun to develop a risk 
analysis tool that could be used both for annual planning and to address emergencies in the supply 
chain resulting from unexpected situations. In the prototype example, the figures shown are related to 
a pandemic and to an armed conflict, but the tool can be used to evaluate less dire situations such as 
exchange rate shocks or implementation of retaliatory tariffs. In fact, any particular disruptive scenario 
can be shown as column in the framework. Some Utah firms may wish to add the results from the tool 
WSU is developing with those of the TCO Estimator for a more comprehensive assessment.

Figure 6: WSU Risk Matrix for Supply Chain

“When evaluating reshoring, 
a risk assessment must be 
considered.”

Guy Letendre, 
Weber State University
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Notes that refer to “Decision 2” and “Decision 3” reference a linked decision-tree spreadsheet, the 
details of which are not covered here but facilitate the step-by-step analysis for the user. The tool 
is still in its development stages but is expected to be enhanced in the fourth quarter of this year. 
Planned enhancements include the incorporation of the time-value of money and inclusion of real-
world risk examples with estimated cost impacts. 

Conclusions
Some Utah firms are aware that their true cost to reshore is not as high as it would be if the only 
factor were price. Utah manufacturers can best position themselves by using reshoring and supply 
chain- oriented calculators. These offer some of the levels of detail and comparison that some 
firms, particularly smaller manufacturers, might have difficulty assessing on their own. While some 
companies realize they actually have a price advantage over foreign competition or benefit from 
U.S. over China sourcing, this is unlikely to be true in all cases. Some firms will still be at a cost 
disadvantage over China but will have a truer picture of that gap. This will enable solutions that are 
less costly and more tailored to the specific needs of Utah companies.

Recommendations
Utah manufacturers can not only take advantage of the tools discussed herein, but they can also help 
develop a Utah-specific dataset. As more companies access the TCO model, for example, the data 
stored can build a better overall picture of Utah manufacturing as a whole. This can serve as a basis for 
more targeted promotion of the sector and development of more effective programs to serve it. 

Based on our findings, we encourage Utah to engage with its appropriate state, local, and industry 
organizations to:

• Work with the Reshoring Initiative on an outreach campaign to encourage Utah companies to 
use the TCO Estimator and potentially customize it to include Utah-specific defaults;

• Provide assistance, as needed, to Weber State University in the development and promulgation 
of its tool;

• Identify measures to help mitigate real remaining cost gaps, identified with the help of the 
above tools, that exist for Utah manufacturers wishing to reshore;

• Develop marketing materials that promote the advantages of local sourcing and highlight any 
low-cost differentials among Utah manufacturers compared to overseas suppliers.

If the federal government or Utah were to provide various incentives, such as direct assistance with 
capital expenditure or loan guarantees, as we recommended in Project One, these items would 
certainly have an effect on the overall cost benefit analysis. Therefore, the State could develop and 
promote the tools in such a way that they highlight the value of any such incentives as companies use 
them. 
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End Notes
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TCO Estimator

Total Cost of Ownership Estimator™
Results
Created By: Sample TCO Form
Modify Inputs

Cost Factor U.S. China Calculation
Formula

CoGS (Cost of Goods
Sold)    

FOB price $100.00 $70.00  

Packaging $1.00 $1.40
unit price x
packaging cost
%

Duty $0.00 $2.80 duty % x price
Fees: % of price $0.00 $0.50 fee % x price
Fees: flat $0.00 $0.10 fee

Routine surface freight,
excluding local $0.00 $0.29

% routinely
planned for
surface freight x
(unit weight +
packaging
weight) X
surface freight
rate

Appendix I – TCO Results – Reshoring Initiative
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Cost Factor U.S. China Calculation
Formula

Routine air freight,
excluding local $0.00 $0.00

(1- % routinely
planned for
surface freight)
x (unit weight +
packaging
weight) X air
freight rate

Freight insurance at
0.5% on imported
product

$0.00 $0.35  

Total CoGS $101.00 $75.44  
Other Hard Costs    
Carrying cost for
intransit offshored
product if paid before
shipment

$0.00 $0.47
shipment time
in years X
interest rate X
price

Carrying cost for
inventory on-site $0.82 $2.57

unit price X (
avg. cycle
inventory mos.
+ safety stock
mos. + buffer
stock mos.) / 12
X carrying cost
%

Prototype cost $0.03 $0.12
prototype
cost/annual
units/product
life

End-of-life inventory $2.41 $5.83

1/12 x unit price
x (Delivery time
+ avg.
inventory) x
annual
quantity/annual
quantity/product
life
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Cost Factor U.S. China Calculation
Formula

Travel: start-up $0.02 $0.17
start-up cost /
annual units /
vendor life

Travel: audit/maintain $0.08 $1.57

annual # of trips
X (per trip cost
of travel time +
expense) /
annual units

Pick/place into local
inventory $0.00 $2.00

(1- % of
inventory
delivered JIT) x
U.S. unit price x
pick and place
cost as % of
U.S. unit price

Purchasing cost,
excluding travel $2.00 $3.00

U.S. unit price x
purchase cost
%

Total Other Hard Costs $5.37 $15.72  
Cumulative Total $106.37 $91.16  
Risk    

Emergency air freight $0.00 $0.37

% air freighted x
(unit weight +
unit pkg.
weight) x air
freight rate

Rework/quality $1.00 $2.10 unit price X
quality cost %

Product liability non-
recovery risk $0.10 $0.42

unit price X
liability risk cost
%

IP risk $0.10 $1.40 unit price X IP
risk cost %

Opportunity cost: lost
orders, slow response,
lost customers

$0.50 $1.05
unit price x
opportunity risk
cost %
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Cost Factor U.S. China Calculation
Formula

Economic stability of
the supplier $0.10 $0.35

unit price x
supplier
economic
instabiltiy risk

Political stability of the
supplier $0.10 $0.35

unit price x
supplier political
instabiltiy risk

Total Risk $1.90 $6.04  
Cumulative Total $108.27 $97.20  
Strategic    

Impact on innovation of
distance from mfg. $0.00 $0.35

unit price x
innovation risk
cost %

Impact on product
differentiation / mass
customization

$0.00 $0.35
unit price x
commoditization
risk cost %

Total Strategic $0.00 $0.70  
Cumulative Total $108.27 $97.90  
Green    
Production 0.00 0.00  
Shipping 0.00 0.00  
Local Warehouse 0.00 0.00  
Travel 0.00 0.00  
Disposal of obsolete
inventory 0.00 0.00  

Total Green $0.00 $0.00  
Other Costs 0.00 0.00  
Other Costs 0.00 0.00  
Other Costs 0.00 0.00  
GRAND TOTAL $108.27 $97.90  
5 Year Forecast    
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Cost Factor U.S. China Calculation
Formula

Annual impact of wage
inflation and currency
appreciation on $ price
of product

0.60% 4.50%
0.3 x (wage
inflation % +
currency
appreciation %)

Submit Changes
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